In this paper, we present 526 precise CCD positions of Galilean satellite-pairs of Jupiter, which have been extracted from 441 CCD frames captured by a 1-m telescope at the Yunnan Observatory from 2002 to 2010. The four Galilean satellites (Io, Europa, Ganymede and Callisto) are used to calibrate the CCD field of view by comparing their pixel positions with their theoretical positions computed from two modern ephemerides of the Galilean satellites, L2 and JUP230, which have been developed by the Institut de Méchanique Céleste et de Calcul desÉphémérides and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, respectively. In this paper, we focus on the relative position of a pair of satellites with short separation (less than 85 arcsec) for good internal precision. The mean (O − C) (observed minus computed) values of all these satellite-pairs in right ascension and declination are found to be no larger than 6 mas and 2 mas, respectively, for each ephemeris. The estimated precision for one single observation is better than 30 mas in each direction.
I N T RO D U C T I O N
Although the Galilean satellites of Jupiter have been observed for more than 400 yr since their discovery, there is always great interest in their dynamics and planetary physics and this research is ongoing, with an obvious example being the recent results concerning tidal dissipations (Lainey et al. 2009 ). The observations used in Lainey et al. (2009) include old observations (Arlot 1982) , mutual events (Arlot et al. 2009 ), modern CCD observations (Stone 2001 ) and space observations (Mallama, Aelion & Mallama 2004) . Furthermore, more observations (including new reductions of old observations; see De Cuyper et al. 2009; Robert et al. 2011 ) with high precision are needed to investigate the planetary physics of this small solar system.
As first discovered by Pascu (1994) from photographic observations, the positional measurement of two short-separation satellites (as shown in Fig. 1 ) has a high external precision, called a precision premium. This was also confirmed by CCD imaging with some experimental observations (Peng et al. 2008a) . In this paper, we give all the positional measurements that have been extracted from 441 CCD frames captured by a 1-m telescope at the Yunnan Observatory from 2002 to 2010, with special attention given to the photocentric offset. The paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2, we describe all the CCD observations in detail and we also explain the image-processing techniques for the pixel-positional E-mail: pengqy@pub.guangzhou.gd.cn measurements of the Galilean satellites (and Jupiter). In Section 3, we give the data reduction and analysis including the solution of the calibration parameters, light scatter models and the results of the positional measurements. The format of the published observations is described in Section 4. Finally, we give some conclusions in Section 5.
O B S E RVAT I O N S A N D I M AG E P RO C E S S I N G

Observations
From 2002 to 2010, 10 nights of observations delivered 441 CCD frames with the 1-m telescope at the Yunnan Observatory (longitude E102
• 47 18 , latitude N25
• 1 30 and height 2000 m above sea level, i.e. IAU code 286). Table 1 lists the specifications of the telescope and the CCD cameras.
During the observations, a Johnson B-type filter was mainly used to control the exposure time (1-10 s). A Johnson I-type filter was also used once for contrast while the exposure time was short (i.e. less than 1 s). Because our former PI CCD, which had a resolution of 1024 × 1024 and was attached to the 1-m telescope, aged quickly after 2006, a new CCD with a resolution of 2048 × 2048 was used to replace it. However, in the experiments from 2006 to 2008 using the new CCD, we encountered a readout problem that prevented us from observing the Galilean satellites. As a result, we have no useful observations during that period of time. The observations are listed in Table 2 . In the last two rows of Table 2 , the same satellite-pair of 1-2 was observed on the same night but with different CCD orientations (see Table 3 ).
Image processing for the pixel positions of Jupiter and its Galilean satellites
To measure the raw pixel position, we use the techniques described in Peng et al. (2008a) . We give only the outline of these techniques. Interested readers can refer to Peng et al. (2003) or Peng et al. (2008b) for more details. For the pixel position of Jupiter, our technique involves isolating the disc of Jupiter by creating a subimage. We then choose the threshold brightness and convert the subimage into a binary representation, detecting the edge with an ellipse using a least-squares method. The pixel position of a satellite was determined based on a modified moment analysis, after correcting for the brightness of the halo around Jupiter. It is well known that the centroid of the image of Jupiter is difficult to measure accurately, especially in its non-zero phase. Therefore, in this paper, we are concerned only with the Galilean satellites.
R E D U C T I O N A N D A NA LY S I S O F O B S E RVAT I O N S
Normally, there is no astrometric reference star (in brightness and in number) appearing in the field of view for the astrometric calibration of the Galilean satellites. This is because of the small field of view and the relatively short exposure times. It is well known that for the astrometry of Saturnian satellites, the four bright satellites (Tethys, Dione, Rhea and Titan) are used to compute the scalefactor and orientation of the CCD field of view (Harper et al. 1997; Vienne et al. 2001) . This is because the four bright satellites usually have the best theoretical positions among the eight major satellites of Saturn. Along the same line of thought, we resort to a modern Galilean ephemeris for the Galilean satellites to calibrate the CCD field of view by solving two parameters (i.e. the scalefactor and the orientation of the CCD field of view). Although these parameters might not be accurate enough for the positional measurement of the long-separation satellite-pairs, they could be precise enough for the positional measurement of short-separation satellite-pairs. This is because the error existing in the solved calibration parameters has a direct proportional effect on the separation of the two satellites. Moreover, we have a precision premium for small separation observations with an external precision of 0.01 arcsec, as first discovered by Pascu (1994) . This precision makes these observations of short-separation satellite-pairs comparable to mutual events, with the additional advantage that 50-arcsec separations occur much more frequently than mutual events -averaging about 50 times per month (Pascu 1994 ). Pascu and his collaborators performed experiments with their Speckle interferometer to measure the close approaches of the Galileans (Mason et al. 1999) and their preliminary results are promising. Actually, Lindegren (1980) derived the classical equations of the internal precision of two objects in a small field of view:
Here, T(s) 300θ (rad) is the integration time in s. Obviously, the shorter the separation of the two observed objects, the less the mean error. In addition, if a field of view is not very small, its geometric distortion cannot be neglected. (For example, on the Hubble Space Telescope, geometric distortion is obvious, although a small field of view is adopted; see Anderson & King 2003 for more details.) Because of this distortion, even though we had a definite ephemeris of the Galilean satellites, the parameters of the scalefactor and the orientation were not be accurate enough to derive an astrometric calibration of the field of view for all satellites. Therefore, a smaller imaging area in a CCD frame is preferable because of its smaller distortion.
For the above reasons, and for safety, we prefer to publish the observations of the short-separation satellite-pairs. As a criterion, in this paper, a separation of 85 arcsec is used for a short-separation satellite-pair.
Computation for theoretical positions
At present, there are two modern ephemerides for the Galilean satellites of Jupiter, which have been developed by the Institut de Méchanique Céleste et de Calcul desÉphémérides (IMCCE) and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). L1 (Lainey, Duriez & Vienne 2004a; Lainey, Arlot & Vienne 2004b) , and its updated version L2 (derived from Lainey et al. 2009 ), which have been developed by the IMCCE, are available at http://www.imcce.fr/sat/. JUP230 is the latest ephemeris of the JPL, which can be found at http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/. Based on the same Jupiter theory in DE405 (Standish 1998) , the geocentric apparent positions (in J2000) and the geocentric ranges of the four Galilean satellites are first retrieved. Then, all other positional effects, such as the atmospheric refraction, diurnal parallax, diurnal aberration and central projection, are incorporated into the theoretical positions. Finally, for the photocentric offset from the centre of mass, we compared three scatter models: the uniform bright model, the Lambertian model (Lindegren 1977 ) and the Lommel-Seeliger model (Batrakov et al. 1999) . Detailed results can be found in Section 3.3.
Solution of calibration parameters
Similar to the determination of the calibration parameters using Saturnian satellites (Shen et al. 2001; Vienne et al. 2001; Peng, Vienne & Shen 2002) , the measured raw pixel positions of the Galilean satellites are compared with their theoretical positions to derive the scalefactor and the orientation of the CCD field of view. All satellite-pairs are used to calculate these calibration parameters using the weight scheme in Peng (2003) . Table 3 lists the derived parameters. It is found that the parameters derived from two different ephemerides have only small differences. Even for satellite-pairs separated by as much as 83.5 arcsec (i.e. the subset 040104), the positional variations caused by different calibration parameters are less than 3 mas in each direction. Therefore, the calibration parameters from any ephemeris are accurate enough to derive the O − C (observed minus computed) values for a shortly separated satellite-pair. The inclusion of the short satellite-pair for calibration might be confusing. Logically, it might be unreasonable to use a short satellite-pair to calibrate. However, because of the relatively small weight solution, the effect of their inclusion can be neglected. Table 4 shows the different calibration parameters when the short satellite-pair is included and when it is not. It can be seen from the table that the greatest difference in the solution of separation is less than 0.5 mas for the subset 040104(1), with the largest separation of 83.5 arcsec. Therefore, all satellite-pairs can be safely and conveniently included in the calculation of the calibration parameters. In the experiment, the Lambertian model (Lindegren 1977 ) is used to compute the photocentric offset of each satellite. 
Phase effect for different light scatter models
A phase effect is the shift of the measured photocentre to the centre of mass (or centre of centroid). According to Lindegren (1977) , a spherical object and the scattering of light on its surface follows the reciprocity principle (i.e. the phase shift is along the bisector of the directions toward the observer and the Sun). This can be given in differential coordinates (Standish et al. 1992; Hestroffer 1998) by
where φ is the apparent diameter of the satellite, i is the solar phase angle and θ s is the position angle of the subsolar point in the tangential plane. Here, three simple models are adopted for the Galilean satellites: the Lambertian sphere (Lindegren 1977) , the uniform brightness (Hestroffer et al. 1995) and the Lommel-Seeliger law (Batrakov et al. 1999 ). Detailed equations can be found in Hestroffer (1998) . Because only the relative positional difference between two satellites, rather than that between a satellite and a star, is considered here, and because the two satellites concerned have almost the same phase angle, these have a differential phase shift that depends only on their related radii. Fig. 2 shows the calculated positional differences from different light scatter models for all the short-separation satellite-pairs considered. It is shown that the differential phase shift in right ascension (rarely larger than 0.01 arcsec) is usually larger than that in declination for all our observations. The differential phase shifts in both directions are even smaller when the LommelSeeliger and Lambertian models are compared.
Results of positional measurements
With the calibration parameters given in Table 3 , we can compute the formally mean (O − C) values and their corresponding standard deviations for each subset of observed short-separation satellitepairs. We can see from Table 5 that the mean (O − C) values in each direction are usually small, and the largest value is −59 mas from the JUP230 theory in right ascension. In declination, the largest mean (O − C) value is −55 mas from the L2 theory. On the whole, the mean (O − C) values in both directions are less than 10 mas. For the L2 theory, the standard deviations for all data are the same in both directions, but they are distinctly different for JUP230. More observations are needed to investigate this difference. Figs 3 and 4 show all (O − C) values against the observational dates and the solar phase angles, respectively.
DATA F O R M AT O F O B S E RVAT I O N S
In this paper, all the observations are presented in the following format (see Table 6 ).
ID is the data set identification. For all the observations, it runs from 1 to 13.
JOJR is the measured objective in the form of JO with respect to JR. Here, 1, 2, 3 and 4 represent Io, Europa, Ganymede and Callisto, respectively. T is the type of CCD used. 1 denotes a CCD resolution of 1024 × 1024 and 2 denotes 2048 × 2048.
Yr, Mon and Day give the recorded middle exposure moment in the form of a year, month and day fraction of each CCD frame in UTC (the light time is not corrected).
Obs is the IAU observatory code from the Minor Planet Center. DA and DD are the observed positional differences in sense of objective (JO) minus reference (JR) in right ascension and declination, respectively. These are geocentric apparent positions in J2000 and are really astrometric, because all significant astrometric corrections have been removed. Unlike observations normally used in ( αcos δ, δ), DA = α (=α o − α r ) and DD = δ (=δ o − δ r ) are adopted. Here, the subscripts 'o' and 'r' correspond to JO and JR, respectively. Both units are arcsec.
Da and Dd are the (O − C) values (arcsec) in right ascension and declination in the form of ( αcos δ, δ) for the two satellites considered. Here, the computed positions are derived from the ephemeris L2 (Lainey et al. 2009 ).
Ox and Oy are the raw pixel positions for objective (JO) in the x and y (in pixels) directions, respectively.
Rx and Ry are the raw pixel positions for reference (JR) in the x and y (in pixels) directions, respectively. Furthermore, the centre pixel position of the CCD frame is nearly at the pixel (511.0, 511.0) for the former CCD with the resolution of 1024 × 1024 and at (1023.0, 1023.0) for the new CCD with the resolution of 2048 × 2048.
C O N C L U S I O N S
In this paper, we have presented 526 precise positions of shortseparation Galilean satellite-pairs made by the 1-m telescope at the Yunnan Observatory. The observations are extracted from 441 CCD frames taken from 2002 to 2010. The reduction of the observations is performed by comparing the pixel positions of all four Galilean satellites in the field of view with their theoretical positions, based on two modern ephemerides: L2 from the IMCCE and JUP230 from the JPL. The analytical results show that the mean (O − C) values for most observational sets are quite small; at the same time, the largest is less than 60 mas in right ascension for JUP230. On the whole, the mean (O − C) values in each direction are no larger than 6 mas in right ascension and 2 mas in declination for any ephemeris. The observational precision in each direction is estimated at better than 30 mas for one single observation.
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